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DWELL ON THIS ONE

EACH ONE! BLESS ONE! YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
If Each One Will Bless One, the World as We know it Will Change!

Emmanuel’s Blessings to You! Peace and Love in Christ! PLC!

FEBRUARY 2010 FEBRUARY 2010 FEBRUARY 2010
Visit the Seal-of-God, Four-N-One, Dot, Wow, Prophecy, Keys & Lessons, IA, PP and Welcome...

Each One! Bless One!

* * * * *

DWELL ON THIS ONE (N1- R3)

N1

CHRIST and God's Holy
Family moves us in the

direction that God would
have us to go, because He
knows what moves us: so
does satan (he watches

also).

N2

Do not be so quick to allow
people to speak for you,

because in your absence,
without your permission, they

may do so.

N3

Many people do not
want to deal with their

issues. They want us to
ignore them (their

issues) like they do.

O1

If someone in your family
has a negative personal
issue, then get together
with your other family
members and have an

INTERVENTION.

O2

In relationships, people
make decisions based on
touch, taste, smell, sound,

sight, knowledge, and
experience. Communication
and better communication

allow people to make better
decisions concerning you.

O3

If one stops sharing,
stops communicating, or
halts conversation with

someone because one is
angry with that someone;

the one becomes the
loser.
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P1
Many people are happy
with a small portion of

God's Blessing. Go for all
of God's Blessing. Try

seeking love, not stuff---
that's seek not stuff but

LOVE.

P2
When you're angry with
someone, and about to say a
mean and nasty thing, stop.
Stop, and wait. Wait on the
Lord to enter into that
situation. Wait to see how
the LORD is going to
manifest himself in the
situation. Wait and let Christ
in you be the Hope of Glory
in this situation. Look for
Christ in them. Have
patience and keep silent,
and allow them to say what
is needed to say through
Christ to make peace.

P3
In relationships, in
conflict, look for the devil
in the less excited
person. The excited
person was hurt to the
point of this level of
emotional expression.
The other person seems
to have control of their
emotions. People in
emotionally charged
situations find it difficult
to control their emotions;
but evil can do it
effortlessly.

Q1
If you catch someone in a
lie--it is not necessary to
say something now--use

discernment and WAIT ON
THE LORD (ELOHIM, the
Holy Spirit) to tell you when

to speak up.

Q2
If someone like a neighbor,

family member, or friend has
a beer, alcohol, tobacco, or
some other issue and you

say nothing--what does that
say about you?

Q3
If you and I do not

confront evil where we
are, this positions Father
God to move. We do not
want Him to move when

we should.

R1
Learn not to KNOW

someone, only by what you
HEAR about them from

someone ELSE. The
person telling you may be
knowing the person talked
about, the same way you

are learning about that
person NOW.

R2
Saying, I need," projects that
need forward into the future.

Better to say, "Help us
get...," or "Give me..." or

"Will you assist me with..."

R3
Get out of the mindset of

Christ being way back
there (Ancient Times), or

coming from way up
there (Heaven); but be

here NOW with CHRIST.
Let Him be here with

YOU now.
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